
There was a certain town in the American west, many years ago. It had created

all the usual institutions and services: law court, school, hospital, cemetery,

butcher, baker, candlestick maker, and so on. But one trade was lacking. There

was no horologist, a clock and watch maker. Now as the years went by many of

the clocks became so inaccurate that their owners just decided to let them run

down and ignored them altogether. But there were other people who

maintained that as long as their time pieces worked, they should not be

abandoned. So they wound them up day after day even though they knew

they were not accurate.

And then one day after some years a horologist, moved to the town and set up

a business. Soon everyone was rushing to him with their clocks. But the only

ones he could repair were the ones that had kept working. The abandoned

clocks had grown so full of rust that he could do nothing with them.

In the Gospel today, Jesus says to his disciples, ‘Pray continually and never lose

heart.’ We are encouraged to be persistent in our life of prayer, rather like

clocks that keep working, even if they’re not always right or accurate. After all,

when it comes to prayer and faith, no one is an expert. No one has got it

exactly right. As the Franciscan Richard Rohr puts it, ‘The depth and mystery of

God leaves us all as perpetual searchers and seekers, always novices and

beginners. It is the narrow and dark way of faith.’ Yet faith is not based on

having all the answers. Certainty is not part of the faith agenda except perhaps

for those closed-minded fundamentalists. Faith, as the Gospel informs us, is

about seeking, searching, knocking on the door, asking questions. It is also

about being open, available, letting God in. Back in the 6th century, St Benedict,

the founder of the western monastic movement, wrote in his Rule that the only

qualification for admission as a monk is that the person truly seeks God.

Like anything that is worthwhile in life, we have to realise that a spiritual life, a

life of faith and prayer, is an effort. It requires us to pay serious attention to an

important part of the whole of our life, really the biggest part of life. Our first

reading about Jacob meeting God, which I am sure is meant to read as a legend

or parable, tells how Jacob wrestled with God. There’s a hymn by Charles

Wesley, ‘Come, O thou traveller unknown,’ that draws on this story. The first

verse ends with the words, ‘With thee all night long I mean to stay, and wrestle

till the break of day.’ I pity the couple I heard about who chose this hymn for



their wedding! But the story and the image usefully suggest that faith does

involve a struggle and an experience of high and low moments. It certainly

requires persistence, practice and, of course, lots of patience.

We human beings are more than bodies and minds. We are also spirits. That is

the part of us that is able to reach out to what is beyond us, to see more than

the physical eye can see, and experience the reality we call God. But since

most of us are not able to see, feel, or sense our spirit in anything like the same

way as the rest of our being, it is all too easy to neglect it and pay much more

attention to satisfying the body and the mind.

Like unexercised muscles, or those clocks that have wound down and are

abandoned, if we neglect the spirit, it becomes all but paralysed, and generally

useless. The Holy Spirit, the presence of God to us, communicates with us

through our spirit but if we are out of touch with our spirit, we successfully

block out the Spirit of God. That is why a life of prayer, priority time given

regularly to God in worship, both publicly like now, and privately, is essential for

all of us who profess to be Christians.

Actual time given exclusively to God is more important than methods or

techniques of prayer, useful though these can be. Prayer is not so much about

doing. It is more about a state of being and of allowing. Just like love. When we

give God the space, God takes the initiative. Because it is in God’s loving nature

to seek intimate communion with every single one of us.

Following Christ, engaging in the Christian mission and being Church can only

be effective and sincere if we prayerfully allow ourselves more and more to be

shaped, changed, reconstructed if you like, from a worldly, materialistic, and

me-centred life to a God-centred life, a life that St. Paul frequently refers to as

being ‘in Christ’ or ‘in the Spirit.’ Our Communion hymn today by Darlene

Zschech, draws on the image from the prophet Jeremiah, of God as the divine

potter who will mould and shape his people according to his design, if of

course, they are willing to let him. Such wonderful words of self-offering to

God: ‘Take me, mould me, use me, fill me; I give my life to the Potter’s hand.’

We are hopefully echoing these words by daring to share in this Eucharist. As

we break bread, recalling Christ’s life broken on the cross for the life of the

world, we are asking God to break the bread of our own lives that they may be



filled more and more with the life of Christ. And so that our lives, our words,

our deeds, will reveal Christ to others.

The Gospel today ends with a question. ‘When the Son of Man comes, will he

find any faith on earth? Through prayer and worship and in lives made

increasingly available for God’s love to grow in us, may our answer always be a

loving and committed YES.


